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I  Introduction

Canadian family law scholars typically abstain from spinning grand narra-
tives. They do not cram legislative and judicial changes into a linear
transformation from status to contract. Unlike their private law collea-
gues in contract and tort, they do not regard their field as periodically
rising or falling, nor are they troubled by the prospect of its collapse into
a neighbouring field. Its boundaries appear reasonably well defined,
although they have proved sufficiently porous to absorb dimensions of
public law, notably constitutional rights litigation and acknowledgement
that social assistance and taxation policy affect the family in law. In
recent years, it is perhaps to scholars working within a feminist tradition
that family law owes its grandest claims. Some scholarship gives the sense
that family law is gripped by a Manichaean struggle between atomistic
liberalism and a socially contextualized feminism. Within this narrative,
liberalism presupposes abstract, formally equal subjects bargaining in the
marketplace. Feminism, by contrast, sees the complex ways that individu-
als are enmeshed in relationships, their options constrained by ideology,
gender, and socio-economic forces. Feminist family law scholars have
adopted this narrative to analyse matters such as spousal support and
child custody.

Scholars deployed this narrative in responding to two Supreme Court
of Canada judgments concerning private ordering by spouses. In chal-
lenges to separation and prenuptial agreements, the majority enforced
both contracts.1 In doing so, the majority judges speak repeatedly of
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2 These labels are preferable to, say, ‘non-intervention’ and ‘intervention,’ which would
obscure the form of intervention present when the state’s agents enforce a contract that
a judge declines to alter.

3 This is the characterization of the narrative of neoliberalism versus feminism in Lisa
Philipps, ‘Measuring the Effects of Feminist Legal Research: Looking Critically at
“Failure” and “Success”’ (2004) 42 Osgoode Hall L.J. 603 at 604.

autonomy and choice. In each case, dissenting judges would have set
aside the agreement in acknowledgement of its unfairness given the
social context. The prevailing story about these judgments in the legal
literature draws on the narrative just sketched, regarding them as
unequivocal defeats for women. In a historiographical twist, it is not the
victors but commentators who ally themselves with the losers who are
writing history. In both cases, goes the story, the majority ideologically
holds people to their so-called choices, producing family law subjects as
abstract choosing agents. Call these majority judges the ‘enforcement’
camp. By contrast, the dissenting judges take a richer view of negotiation
and consent. They conclude that, contextual factors considered, the
applicants did not make choices to which they can appropriately be held.
Call these judges and the scholars who have published their approval of
them the ‘anti-enforcement’ camp.2 Their contextually sensitive criticism
of ‘autonomy’ and ‘choice’ recalls a line of feminist political theory
concerned with relational autonomy and relational rights, about which
more will be said presently.

Another story about these judgments, arguably more persuasive, has
not yet been told. In this account, the positions of the majority and
dissenting judges are much closer. The second story observes that both
majority and minority reasons acknowledge the influence of people’s
contexts and relationships upon their choices. All the judges explicitly
adopt a contextual method and sharply distinguish the scenario of
negotiating spouses from commercial settings. Both sets of judges also
maintain the necessity of chalking out some scope for individual choice.
According to this other story, differences arise at the point of subjecting
the facts to a contextual methodology and normative principles that are
more or less shared. It is this article’s ambition to tell this second story.
On one level, it rereads the judgments for doctrinal family law purposes,
arguing that the differences between the majority and the dissenting
justices are relatively small. On another level, the article scrutinizes the
‘overarching framework’3 that opposes abstract liberalism to contextual-
ized feminism. In the service of this scrutiny, the article enlists relational
theory.

In elaborating the second, alternative story of the two judgments, this
article will argue that the majority and dissenting reasons in Miglin and
Hartshorne demonstrate convergence upon crucial elements of relational
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theory. Those points on which the judges disagree are internal to
relational theorists’ concerns. Demonstrating that the majority and
dissenting judges disagree while occupying a common ground charted by
relational theory will illuminate the unpersuasiveness of the dominant
account of two diametrically opposed camps.

The argument is made in five parts. Part II briefly recounts the facts in
the cases. Part III provides a partial overview of relational theory, one
adequate for purposes of this article. Part IV examines the first story of a
stark opposition between enforcement and anti-enforcement camps. It
identifies potentially counter-productive features of the strong anti-
enforcement position that regards women’s choices as radically con-
strained. Then it argues that relational theory’s political project necessi-
tates some space for contract and departure from the community’s
default norms. As the article will explain, despite the anti-enforcement
camp’s talk of context and its objections to the unmoderated language of
autonomy and choice, the strongest anti-enforcement position is not best
regarded as consistent with relational theory. Next follows a rereading of
the cases using relational theory to challenge the dominant account. Part
V argues that Miglin shows substantial convergence amongst the judges
on the appropriateness of a contextual methodology and, normatively,
space for the parties’ own values. Although it does not undertake a
systematic study of subsequent cases, it suggests that they may not have
borne out the anti-enforcement camp’s worst fears. Some judges, at least,
appear to detect richer resources within the majority judgments than do
the commentators of the anti-enforcement camp. Part VI shows slightly
greater divergences between the two groups of judges in Hartshorne. Yet
even there, the issue is less contextualism versus abstraction than it is the
task of according salience to some facts over others. Furthermore, there
are normative differences over the appropriateness of displacing default
norms by contract, although these differences are consistent with
relational theory’s internal tensions. To anticipate one of the article’s
conclusions, family law scholars influenced by feminism would do well to
expend less effort on calling for attention to context and more on
articulating their normative commitments more boldly.

II  Two contracts and a virage

Miglin concerns a separation agreement. Eric and Linda Miglin were
married for some fifteen years. When the marriage ended, they negoti-
ated a lengthy and detailed separation agreement that, among other
things, divided their assets, secured child support to Ms Miglin, and
waived each party’s statutory right to spousal support under the Divorce
Act. Five years later, Ms Miglin applied for spousal support. At the time of
her application, her assets totalled some three-quarters of a million
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4 R.S.C. 1985, c. 3 (2d Supp.), s. 15.2(4)(c).
5 [1987] 1 S.C.R. 801, 38 D.L.R. (4th) 641 [Pelech]. This judgment and two companion

cases formed a trilogy.
6 Miglin, supra note 1 at para. 55.

dollars, including a home for which Mr Miglin made the mortgage
payments. The statute requires a court making an order for spousal
support to ‘take into consideration’ any ‘agreement or arrangement
relating to support of either spouse.’4 The point of controversy was what
it means for a court to obey this legislative command. The Supreme
Court’s rusty leading authority, Pelech v. Pelech,5 enjoined judges to
enforce waivers of support strictly. Since its release, however, commenta-
tors had savaged the case, and judges had followed it inconsistently. It
had been decided under the former divorce statute, and courts had
thickened considerably their conception of spousal support. In this
climate of uncertainty, Ms Miglin’s challenge of her waiver of spousal
support succeeded at trial and withstood appeal. The Supreme Court,
however, reversed. Writing for a majority of seven, Bastarache and
Arbour JJ. identify the Divorce Act’s general objectives as including
certainty, finality, and autonomy. They declare that when an agreement
was unimpeachably negotiated and complies substantially with those
objectives, it is presumptively dispositive. Such an approach leaves the
parties room ‘to apply their own values and pursue their own objectives
in reaching a settlement.’ It assures spouses the ‘autonomy to organize
their lives as they see fit and to pursue their own sense of what is mutually
acceptable in their individual circumstances.’6 In a lengthy dissent, LeBel
J., with whom Deschamps J. concurred, emphasizes the high emotions
and vulnerability of parties negotiating separation agreements. The
dissent asserts the need to assure that consensual agreements are objec-
tively fair when evaluated by the legislative standards for non-consensual
judicial orders for support.

The second case, Hartshorne, tests the mettle of a prenuptial agree-
ment. A pair of lawyers, Robert and Kathleen Hartshorne, cohabited for
four years, had a child together, and finally married. It was a second
marriage for both. On the demise of his first marriage, Mr Hartshorne
had surrendered considerable assets as a consequence of British Colum-
bia’s statutory presumption that matrimonial property be shared equally.
On the threshold of the second marriage, he held assets valued at $1.6
million and she, having entered the legal profession a decade behind
him, dragged substantial debts. Before they married, Mr Hartshorne
expressed an aversion to risking a second division of property. He drafted
an agreement that departed from the province’s default regime, stipulat-
ing that they would be separate as to property. This proposed agreement
granted Ms Hartshorne a 3-per-cent interest in the family home for each
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7 Family Relations Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 128, s. 65(1).
8 Hartshorne, supra note 1 at para. 69.
9 Ibid. at para. 91. If space permitted, a third case might have warranted inclusion. In

Nova Scotia (A.G.) v. Walsh, [2002] 4 S.C.R. 325, 221 D.L.R. (4th) 1, 2002 SCC 83
[Walsh], the Supreme Court rejected the claim, under s. 15 of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada
Act 1982 (U.K.), c. 11, that restricting a matrimonial property regime to married
couples discriminates against unmarried cohabitants on the basis of marital status.
Critics detect a similar radical contrast here between Bastarache J.’s majority reasons,
predicated upon autonomy and choice, and L’Heureux-Dubé J.’s dissent, rooted in the
social reality of unmarried cohabitants. But significant differences should not be
overlooked. Formally, Walsh involved a Charter challenge to legislation rather than a
question of statutory interpretation in a particular case. Moreover, it is debatable
whether a failure to marry despite continued cohabitation amounts to an instance of
intentional implicit ordering.

10 Carol J. Rogerson, ‘Developments in Family Law: The 2002–2003 Term’ (2003) 22
Supreme Court L.R. (2d) 273 at 274 [Rogerson, ‘2002–2003 Term’].

11 The claim is that the majority reasons are inconsistent with cases from the 1990s
expanding the spousal support obligation. See ibid.; Miglin, supra note 1 at paras. 204,
207, per LeBel J. The prior jurisprudence, itself riven with internal tensions, arguably
militates less unequivocally in favour of greater support obligations than these criticisms
presuppose.

year the parties were married, up to a maximum of 49 per cent. Ms
Hartshorne received independent legal advice that the proposed agree-
ment was unenforceable; her lawyer assessed it as ‘unfair’ in the sense of
applicable legislation.7 On their wedding day, both of them signed the
agreement. Throughout their marriage, Mr. Hartshorne worked in his
law firm and Ms Hartshorne was a full-time homemaker and mother.
When the marriage ended nearly a decade later, Ms Hartshorne argued
that the marriage agreement was unfair and should be overridden. She
prevailed at trial and on appeal, but the Supreme Court allowed Mr
Hartshorne’s appeal. The agreement failed to strike the majority as
‘unfair’ in the statutory sense. In any case, writes Bastarache J. for the
majority, having received legal advice that the contract was unfair, Ms
Hartshorne should not have signed it did she wish not to be bound.
Deschamps J., in dissenting reasons with which Binnie and LeBel JJ.
concurred, articulates a question-begging understanding of a legislative
intention ‘that only fair agreements be upheld.’8 In her view, ‘fairness’
should be taken as an internal reference to the legislation’s default
regime, rather than a less determinate, external reference to the spouses’
sense of fairness. For the dissenters, the consequences flowing from the
decision to marry include all the pecuniary responsibilities of the default
regime.9

Scholarly responses to the judgments typically express shock. Miglin
was a deep ‘surprise,’ signalling ‘significant shifts in family law policy.’10

The judgments were criticized for departing from prior jurisprudence11
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12 See Hartshorne, supra note 1 at para. 91, per Deschamps J.; Martha Shaffer, ‘Develop-
ments in Family Law: The 2003–2004 Term’ (2004) 26 Supreme Court L.R. (2d) 407
at 433–5 [Shaffer, ‘2003–2004 Term’].

13 Hartshorne, ibid. at paras. 78–82, per Deschamps J.; Martha Shaffer, ‘Domestic Contracts,
Part II: The Supreme Court’s Decision in Hartshorne v. Hartshorne’ (2004) 20 Can.J.
Fam.L. 261 at 289 [Shaffer, ‘Contracts in Hartshorne’].

14 Catriona Mackenzie & Natalie Stoljar, ‘Introduction: Autonomy Refigured’ in Catriona
Mackenzie & Natalie Stoljar, eds., Relational Autonomy: Feminist Perspectives on Autonomy,
Agency, and the Social Self (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000) 4 at 4 [Mackenzie
& Stoljar, ’Introduction’].

15 Jennifer Nedelsky, ‘Reconceiving Autonomy: Sources, Thoughts and Possibilities’
(1989) 1 Yale J.L.& Fem. 7 at 8 [Nedelsky, ‘Reconceiving Autonomy’].

16 Rowan Williams, Lost Icons: Reflections on Cultural Bereavement (Edinburgh: T&T Clark,
2000) at 138.

and for economically disadvantaging women who were already vulnera-
ble.12 These concerns about the disadvantage suffered by the women
connect material distributive concerns with the larger story of an ideolog-
ical clash between liberalism and feminism. Attention to the women’s dis-
advantage typically comports a procedural branch (contracting processes
disadvantage women particularly) and a substantive branch (contracts
inappropriately ‘privatize’ family law by supplanting public norms).13

Both branches join with the broader question of context. Scholars within
the anti-enforcement camp charge that the majority judges favour
enforcement on a conceptual, ideological basis without empirical
attention to the conditions in which spouses bargain. In other words,
goes the criticism, the majority reasons overlook the context. Before
exposing more fully the reading of the cases as revealing opposed camps,
it is necessary to say more about relational theory.

III  A bird’s-eye view of relational theory

A branch of feminist political theory, relational theory is not an officially
constituted school, and its boundaries are contestable. It takes as its point
of departure a conviction that ‘persons are socially embedded and that
their identities form within the context of social relationships.’ Intersect-
ing social determinants such as race, class, gender, and ethnicity shape
those identities.14 In Jennifer Nedelsky’s formulation,

We come into being in a social context that is literally constitutive of us. Some of
our most essential characteristics, such as our capacity for language and the
conceptual framework through which we see the world, are not made by us, but
given to us ... through our interactions with others.15

The view of the self is historical; selves are ‘formed in time and in
relational space.’16
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17 Martha Minow & Mary Lyndon Shanley, ‘Relational Rights and Responsibilities:
Revisioning the Family in Liberal Political Theory and Law’ (1996) 11:1 Hypatia 4 at 12
[Minow & Shanley, ‘Relational Rights’].

18 Milton C. Regan, Jr., Family Law and the Pursuit of Intimacy (New York: New York
University Press, 1993) at 4. See also Genevieve Lloyd, ‘Individuals, Responsibility, and
the Philosophical Imagination’ in Catriona Mackenzie & Natalie Stoljar, eds., Relational
Autonomy: Feminist Perspectives on Autonomy, Agency, and the Social Self (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2000) 112.

19 Minow & Shanley, ‘Relational Rights,’ supra note 17 at 12.
20 Marilyn Friedman, Autonomy, Gender, Politics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003)

at 16. The objection arises that relational theory overstates the charge that the liberal
tradition presupposes and endorses an atomistic view of the individual. Liberal theorists
have recently reminded communitarians and relational theorists that the liberal
tradition takes the social character of persons into account: significant strands of
liberalism accept fully that it is within society, institutions, and relationships that
individuals flourish and make choices. If liberalism does not subscribe to an atomistic
view of individuals but, rather, accepts that individuals are formed within relationships
and communities, relational theorists’ disagreement with liberals should not be
attributed to divergent descriptions of human nature. Rather, the nub of such
disagreement may be thoroughly normative: namely, the appropriate political responses
to the fact of humans’ embedded existence.

In its description of subjects, relational theory opposes what it desig-
nates as the liberal conception of the subject. The presumption is that
while relational theory concerns itself with relationships, liberalism does
not. According to relational theory, liberalism is predicated upon self-
sufficient individuals’ independently pursuing their respective life plans.
The Western liberal subject is a ‘self-possessing individual linked to
others only by agreement.’17 In juridical language, the liberal self is an
autonomous, rational agent that chooses its relationships and obligations
through the instruments of private property and contract. Relational
theorists characteristically contrast the liberal idea of obligation, which is
voluntarily undertaken, with their notion of relational responsibility,
which may be involuntary. They perceive interdependent relationships as
generating, over time, obligations in excess of those devised by contrac-
tual undertakings.18 Relational theorists tend to object to strict reliance
on contract on the basis that the normative content of relationships is
not transparently predictable ex ante.19 The criticism of liberalism for
denying that the self is essentially social forms a constant refrain in
relational theory. Individualism, as one theorist observes, is for many
critics ‘the evil demon of modern Western social and political life.’20

To this juncture, relational theory fits rather nicely with so-called
communitarian critiques of liberal atomism or the liberal unencumbered
self. Soon, however, it departs from the strongest implications of commu-
nitarian scholarship, as, indeed, do many communitarians. Feminist theo-
rists argue that the communitarian view of personhood renders women
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21 Elizabeth Frazer & Nicola Lacey, The Politics of Community: A Feminist Critique of the
Liberal-Communitarian Debate (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993) at 151 [Frazer
& Lacey, Politics of Community].

22 Marilyn Friedman, ‘Feminism and Modern Friendship: Dislocating the Community’
(1989) 99 Ethics 275 at 277.

23 Linda Barclay, ‘Autonomy and the Social Self’ in Catriona Mackenzie & Natalie Stoljar,
eds., Relational Autonomy: Feminist Perspectives on Autonomy, Agency, and the Social Self (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2000) 52 at 68.

24 Frazer & Lacey, Politics of Community, supra note 21 at 180.
25 Carolyn McLeod & Susan Sherwin, ‘Relational Autonomy, Self-Trust, and Health Care

for Patients Who Are Oppressed’ in Catriona Mackenzie & Natalie Stoljar, eds.,
Relational Autonomy: Feminist Perspectives on Autonomy, Agency, and the Social Self (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2000) 259 at 260.

26 Jennifer Nedelsky, ‘Should Property Law Be Constitutionalized? A Relational and
Comparative Approach’ in G.E. van Maanen & A.J. van der Walt, eds., Property Law on
the Threshold of the 21st Century (Apeldoorn: Maklu, 1996) 417 at 429.

27 Nedelsky, ‘Reconceiving Autonomy,’ supra note 15 at 11.
28 Ibid. at 10–2.

in a sexist and patriarchal culture ‘peculiarly powerless.’21 It furnishes no
means of attaining a critical consciousness. Communitarian philosophy is
thus regarded as a ‘perilous ally’ for feminist theory generally.22 Rela-
tional theory distinguishes itself from communitarianism in its commit-
ment to the capacity for individuals, especially women, to revise their life
plans and choose ways of living other than those presented to them by
the social contexts in which they are embedded and by which they are
constituted. Awareness of the oppression of unchosen attachments
prevents relational theory from rejecting core elements of liberalism,
such as the priority of individuals. Here the focus on autonomy enters
the picture.

Relational theory holds that autonomy is necessary ‘[t]o consider
which particular attachments we should reshape, which to reject, which
to choose, and which to promote.’23 For the relational theorist, autonomy
is not a capacity that can be exercised in isolation. Rather, and this is
presented as the crucial insight, autonomy depends ‘not only on back-
ground facilities and welfare levels but also on our relations with
others.’24 Relational autonomy requires attention to the impact of
oppressive social and political structures on individuals’ lives and oppor-
tunities.25 Becoming autonomous – being able to find and live in accor-
dance with one’s own law – is necessarily social in two dimensions. First,
the capacity to find one’s own law develops only in the context of
relations with others; autonomy is made possible not by separation but by
relationships.26 Second, the ‘content’ of one’s own law ‘is comprehensi-
ble only with reference to shared social norms, values, and concepts.’27

Autonomy becomes possible in social interaction through relationships,
such as those with parents, teachers, friends, and agents of the state.28
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29 The contrast is with a methodological or content-neutral relational approach that is
most concerned with providing a ‘useful framework for exploring ... issues and
arguments more fully’ and with ‘identify[ing] the issues at stake’: Jennifer Nedelsky,
‘Property in Potential Life? A Relational Approach to Choosing Legal Categories’
(1993) 6 Can.J.L.& Juris. 343 at 355, 344 [Nedelsky, ‘Property in Potential Life’].

30 Minow & Shanley, ‘Relational Rights,’ supra note 17 at 23.
31 Nedelsky, ‘Property in Potential Life,’ supra note 29 at 355.
32 Mackenzie & Stoljar, ‘Introduction,’ supra note 14 at 21.
33 Nedelsky, ‘Reconceiving Autonomy,’ supra note 15 at 9; Jennifer Nedelsky, ‘Citizenship

and Relational Feminism’ in Ronald Beiner & Wayne Norman, eds., Canadian Political
Philosophy: Contemporary Reflections (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001) 131 at 135.

34 Martha Minow & Elizabeth V. Spelman, ‘In Context’ (1990) 63 S.Cal.L.Rev. 1597 at
1651.

Relatedness is seen as a precondition of autonomy, with interdependence
one of its constant components.

For its purposes, what this article means by relational theory is what
might be called a strong or substantive version of a relational approach.29

The strong version is not indifferent to the kinds of relationships that
should be regarded as desirable in a particular setting. It dives into
substantive debates, adopting relational autonomy as its highest or one of
its highest values. It is committed to promoting optimal relationships,
and it has a substantive criterion for identifying them: optimal and
desirable relationships foster or promote, rather than undermine, rela-
tional autonomy. Relational theorists have a fairly specific idea of such
relationships. They are thick, interdependent relationships, such as those
with family members, friends, neighbours, and teachers. Indeed, one
definition of what it means to focus on relational rights and responsibili-
ties includes, rather substantively, emphasizing the claims generated by
‘relationships of human interdependence.’30 It is necessary to attend to
the ‘conditions that foster people’s capacity to form caring, responsible
and intimate relationships with each other – as family members, friends,
members of a community, and citizens of a state.’31

Relational theory is helpfully regarded as comprising three elements.
One is the description of subjects as relationally embedded. A second is a
methodology of contextualism. Relational theorists consistently advocate
close attention to the contexts in which individuals interact. Feminist
critiques underscore that analysing the self’s capacities and characteris-
tics requires ‘attention to the rich and complex social and historical
contexts in which agents are embedded.’32 Good feminist theorizing
begins with people in their social contexts, insisting on context and
particularity over abstract universality.33 The ‘context’ to which relational
theorists refer includes the set of a subject’s personal relationships
existing at a given moment but is greater than that set: it also includes
political, socio-economic, and cultural conditions.34 Context is thus larger
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35 See, e.g., Brenda Cossman, ‘A Matter of Difference: Domestic Contracts and Gender
Equality’ (1990) 28 Osgoode Hall L.J. 303 [Cossman, ‘Domestic Contracts’].

36 Minow & Shanley, ‘Relational Rights,’ supra note 17 at 4.
37 Suzanne Anfousse, ‘Convention entre époux, la récente décision de la Cour suprême

du Canada dans Miglin c. Miglin et les autres’ in Service de la formation permanente du
Barreau du Québec, Développements récents en droit familial (Cowansville, QC: Yvon Blais,
2004) 291 at 316.

38 Rogerson, ‘2002–2003 Term,’ supra note 10 at 299–300, 323; Carol Rogerson, ‘“They
Are Agreements Nonetheless,”’ Case Comment on Miglin v. Miglin (2003) 20 Can.J.
Fam.L. 197; Shaffer, ‘Contracts in Hartshorne,’ supra note 13 at 284–7; Shaffer,
‘2003–2004 Term,’ supra note 12 at 431; Mary Jane Mossman, ‘Choices and Commit-
ments for Women: Challenging the Supreme Court of Canada in the Context of Social
Assistance’ (2004) 42 Osgoode Hall L.J. 615 at 619–20 [Mossman, ‘Choices and
Commitments’].

than the set of personal relationships. The third element is relational
theory’s normative commitment to relational autonomy and to promot-
ing constructive relationships conducive to it. Articulating and embrac-
ing relational theory’s normative dimension is imperative. It is only from
a normative standpoint that one can criticize legal rules or practices that,
while advancing some form of relationship, are inimical to women’s
interests. Only when relying upon a normative foundation can one
evaluate and distinguish good and bad actions, good and bad laws, good
and bad relationships, and good and bad contexts. The abstract ideal of
constructive relationships thus demands particularization in different
domains, such as the family, schools, and the bureaucracy. Thus rela-
tional theory often turns to concrete legal issues, including family law.35

In family law, for example, relational theory may cash out in a normative
commitment to sexual equality and diversity of family forms.36

Clearly, relational theorists will not always concur on appropriate
policy prescriptions. There will naturally be tensions internal to relational
analysis, ones between attention to the formative influence of relation-
ships and context and the wish to vindicate freedom and autonomy. But
relational theorists will generally be unified by their thick description of
subjects, their contextual methodology, and their substantive commit-
ment to promoting autonomy-enhancing relationships. They will also be
united in their rejection of what they identify as atomistic liberalism.

IV  Rival camps?

The prevailing story of the Miglin and Hartshorne judgments sees the
enforcement and anti-enforcement camps as separated by a ‘gulf.’37 It
holds, philosophically, that the majority reasons rest upon crude, simplis-
tic, and abstracted conceptions of autonomy, choice, and the legal
subject.38 The judgments mark the return to family law of the ‘liberal
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39 Susan B. Boyd & Claire F.L. Young, ‘Feminism, Law, and Public Policy: Family Feuds
and Taxing Times’ (2004) 42 Osgoode Hall L.J. 545 at 567 [Boyd & Young, ‘Feminism,
Law’]. Carol Rogerson’s account of Miglin departs temporarily from the view of the
majority and minority reasons as exemplifying radically opposed positions, suggesting
that the majority reasons speak in two voices, one contextual, the other ideologically
liberal, and that the judgment ‘is open to multiple interpretations’ (Rogerson,
‘2002–2003 Term,’ supra note 10 at 321). Professor Rogerson also notes the possibility
that the division between the dissent and the majority is ‘driven as much by different
views of Mrs. Miglin’s spousal support entitlement ... as by different views of the
appropriate weight to be given to spousal agreements’ (ibid. at 325; see also the
hypothesis that ‘arguments of contractual certainty ... are to a large extent grounded
in unarticulated concerns about the legitimacy and nature of the spousal support
obligation itself’ in Martha Shaffer & Carol Rogerson, ‘Contracting Spousal Support:
Thinking through Miglin’ (2003) 21 C.F.L.Q. 49 at 50). But she concludes nonetheless
that the ideologically liberal voice dominates, even adopting the familiar lexicon of
atomistic liberalism to characterize the majority reasons (Rogerson, ‘2002–2003 Term,’
ibid. at 310, 323). Its contextual voice overwhelmed by its liberal voice, Miglin stands in
an ‘idealized world’ in which ‘spouses are formal equals making rational choices to
protect their own self interest’ (ibid. at 323). Moreover, the scholarly reaction to Hart-
shorne makes it clear that what is at stake is less spousal support than contract as a form
of ordering.

40 See, e.g., Martha J. Bailey, ‘Pelech, Caron, and Richardson’ (1989–90) 3 C.J.W.L. 615 at 616
(‘atomistic view of the family’ consistent with ‘dominant liberal discourse’; ‘oppressive
relationship between husband and wife’ represented as ‘freely chosen contract between
rational, unencumbered, autonomous individuals’); Cossman, ‘Domestic Contracts,’
supra note 35 at 332 (liberal conception of self ‘individualistic and atomistic’; subject
‘posited as a separate, autonomous unit capable of free choice’; ‘self’s relationships with
others ... an exercise of the self’s free choice’).

individual unfettered by gender or familial ideology.’39 Such anti-enforce-
ment charges reprise the criticisms levied against the Pelech trilogy a
decade and a half earlier.40 Within this narrative, the views of the enforce-
ment and anti-enforcement camps are extreme. It should be admitted,
nevertheless, that a glance at the judgments reveals textual support for
the narrative. The divided bench in both cases and the consistency of
most judges’ membership in one group or another hint at the presence
within the Court of starkly divided camps. Unmodified references to
choice and autonomy pepper the majority judgments. It is not unreason-
able to hypothesize, as interlocutors in the anti-enforcement camp do,
that the majority reasons constitute a thin, atomistic subject disengaged
from its relationships. The majority judges do not refer to the resources
within the liberal tradition that might have enriched their core notion of
autonomy. Neither do they take into account relational theorists’ work
on autonomy as a capability enabled by relationships. Perhaps the major-
ity reasons are indeed best construed as deriving from a chilly liberal
universe of negotiated transactions in which, even in matters of the heart,
individuals pursue their own self-interest without regard for those with
whom they transact. At times, the sense of the majority reasons emerging
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41 Libertarian and ‘more expansive’ or ‘positive’ liberal approaches to contract are
distinguished in Michael J. Trebilcock, The Limits of Freedom of Contract (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1993) at 8–9.

42 Supra note 1 at para. 91.
43 In neither Miglin nor Hartshorne do the dissenting judges hold explicitly that the

claimant’s vulnerability during the bargaining process vitiated the contract. LeBel J. in
Miglin abstains from drawing any conclusions about the negotiating environment on the
basis that the trial judge had made no findings of fact on the issue, but he notes that Ms
Miglin says she ‘felt pressured’ (ibid. at para. 244). In Hartshorne, Deschamps J. writes
that indications of Ms Hartshorne’s vulnerability during negotiation fail to demonstrate
unconscionability but ought to have alerted the judge to the possibility of unfairness
(supra note 1 at para. 90).

44 Shaffer, ‘2003–2004 Term,’ supra note 12 at 435.

from this reading owes less to liberalism than it does to libertarianism.41

This reading is exemplified in this sentence from Miglin: ‘Parties must
take responsibility for the contract they execute as well as for their own
lives.’42

As for the anti-enforcement camp, its judicial and scholarly partisans
announce themselves as acutely sensitive to the embedded nature of
individual subjects, alert to the deep influence exercised upon women by
their typically more potent male partners. They are concerned with
achieving substantively fair responses to states of inequality irrespective of
the legal matrix in which they arise. A reluctance to enforce explicit
contractual ordering in family matters is grounded on concerns with the
bargaining process and the substantive outcomes. As for process, the
individuals whom the dissenting judges in Miglin and Hartshorne would
have released from their written agreements had the benefit of inde-
pendent legal advice. The one whose contracting process was hastier was
herself a lawyer; the other’s negotiation process stretched over fifteen
months and featured a costly cast of professionals. Anti-enforcement
dissatisfaction with these circumstances hints that bargaining conditions
between a breadwinner and a homemaker will rarely be satisfactory.43

As for substance, under the agreements the two women had not
insignificant assets. The hesitation to enforce may fasten less on each
claimant’s particular circumstances than on the general impropriety of
contracting out of the default regime. Strong argument against the
enforcement of the contracts appears in scholarly commentary. Martha
Shaffer states that ‘[p]rivate ordering is not inherently bad, provided it is
done fairly.’ Yet on the same page she expresses concern at permitting
‘an end run around matrimonial property legislation,’ even where ‘the
parties understood what they were agreeing to and had independent
legal advice.’ The concern that Hartshorkne potentially undermines the
‘hard fought gains’ of property law reforms hints that central pieces of
the property regime should be obligatory, as they are under  the Civil
Code of Québece.44 It is the dissent in Hartshorne that may come closest to
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45 Hartshorne, supra note 1 at para. 79.
46 Michael J. Trebilcock & Rosemin Keshvani, ‘The Role of Private Ordering in Family

Law: A Law and Economics Perspective’ (1991) 41 U.T.L.J. 533 at 550.

denying the normative acceptability of private ordering in departure
from public norms. In the view of the dissenting judges, the legislation
does not entitle one party to stipulate that he will receive more than his
fair share of the total family wealth. Rather, it permits the parties to
determine which assets each will take in executing the default division
(cottage or ski chalet?).45 Though the legislative invocation of ‘fairness’
appears to refer to something external to the act, for the dissent the
referent of ‘fairness’ is simply the substance of the default regime. This
narrow view of the scope of legislatively permitted private ordering
reconciles poorly with the statutory text, which appears, by ‘fairness,’ to
invoke norms outside the statute. As a statutory construction, it largely
guts the statute’s enablement of private ordering.

In family matters today, few are likely to adopt a hard libertarian
approach along the line of full enforcement of all contracts. Indeed,
even lawyer economists dismiss as ‘[o]bviously ... indefensible’ the
position ‘that all separation agreements should be enforced willy-nilly.’46

Too much is known about the contracting failures generated by coer-
cion, imperfect information, and externalities. It is thus possible to
bracket rather than engage with the reading of the majority texts as
libertarian. In its next part, this article will sketch a preferable, more
moderate reading of the position they present. As for the extreme
reading of the anti-enforcement camp as virtually vacating a role for
contract, the gestures in this direction warrant further comment. The
strong anti-enforcement arguments potentially undermine political
efforts made within feminism.

The anti-enforcement camp relies upon a handful of familiar dichoto-
mies: strong/weak; formal/informal; explicit/implicit; independent/
dependent; voluntary/involuntary; market/family; reason/emotion;
abstract/contextual. The strongest judicial and scholarly articulations
from the anti-enforcement camp map gender onto these dichotomies,
suturing feminine subjects onto the weaker element of each pair. While
the intention is to highlight empirical disadvantage, is it possible that the
unintended effect is to cement in legal discourse the structural arrange-
ment in which women are inferior to men? Might the strongest criticisms
of the majority judgments problematically intertwine exaggerated
depictions of the women as highly emotional and as economically
dependent on their male partners?

The anti-enforcement camp constructs the women as emotional. The
dissent in Miglin quotes Ms Miglin’s own account of the negotiation
period as ‘a very confusing and emotional time’ and cautions about the
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47 Miglin, supra note 1 at para. 244.
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50 Kathryn Abrams, ‘Legal Feminism and the Emotions: Three Moments in an Evolving
Relationship’ (2005) 28 Harv.J.L.& Gender 325 at 334 [Abrams, ‘Legal Feminism’].

51 The first major case in which two lesbians – call them M' and H' – dispute a domestic
agreement may prove the Petri dish for testing the critics’ commitment to a gendered
view of emotion. (A Charter challenge arising from a dispute between two lesbians led

effects of the ‘emotional upheaval and the pressures.’ In LeBel J.’s view,
where the parties negotiate over a lengthy period, as in the Miglins’ case,
advised by independent counsel, the parties’ emotional vulnerabilities
affect the separation agreement in subtle ways quantifiable only with
difficulty.47 Commentary, similarly, constructs Ms Hartshorne as emotion-
ally vulnerable.48 It is not that the conditions in which spouses negotiate
domestic contracts are a purely private concern. Rather, there are
potentially insidious effects of producing legal subjects whose emotion
undermines their capacity to consent.

A rapidly expanding literature, ranging from philosophy to neurology
and including law, aims to deconstruct the dichotomy between (mascu-
line) reason and (feminine) emotion. It seeks to underscore the cogni-
tive value of emotions, elucidating emotion’s role as a component of
reason.49 By the light of such research, dichotomous characterizations of
reason and emotion as the respective provinces of men and of women
appear ‘reductive and outdated.’50 Submissions that a woman should be
released from her undertakings on the basis that she was ‘emotional’ and
therefore irrational undercut such investigative scholarship and its
progressive potential. Indeed, the claim that women should be released
from their agreements on this basis tacitly ratifies the contestable patriar-
chal construction of men as rational and women as emotional. It implies
that the only conduct that can be taken seriously in the juridical sphere,
and to which autonomy can be ascribed, is unemotional. Such an
implication stands in direct opposition to relational theorists’ efforts to
reconceive autonomy in embodied, relational terms. Asserting the unen-
forceability of contracts concluded by emotional women reinforces the
ideal that women, to contract effectively, should strive to be unemotional
and more like men. On the contrary, the strategic objective must surely
be to foster a state of affairs in which there is space for all subjects,
irrespective of their gender, to be simultaneously emotional and reason-
able, emotional and autonomous. The presence of emotion should not
lightly be coded as indicative of the absence of agency and thus of
consent.51
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to the inclusion of same-sex cohabitants within provincial family statues for support
purposes on footing equal to opposite-sex cohabitants: M. v. H., [1999] 2 S.C.R. 3, 171
D.L.R. (4th) 577.) Would the mere ascription of emotion to an applicant M' carry the
same weight? Is it emotion per se that interferes with contracting, or do troubles arise
only when a woman’s emotion contrasts with a man’s self-interested sang-froid? The
experience with obscenity – where the imperative of reducing men’s violence against
women has been held (awkwardly) applicable to same-sex materials – indicates that gay
men and lesbians cannot assume that they bypass enthusiastic, if unreflective, judicial
application of dominance feminism.

52 Abrams, ‘Legal Feminism,’ supra note 50 at 335.
53 Miglin, supra note 1 at para. 98, referring to Moge v. Moge, [1992] 3 S.C.R. 813, 99

D.L.R. (4th) 456 [Moge], in which the wife, still dependent on the husband years after

Perhaps the majority judges sensed that recognizing too readily
women’s emotion as vitiating their capacity to make decisions might
engender unintended consequences. Once family law regards the
decision making of emotional women as unreliable, it is unclear that only
the woman herself would be able to raise the point, and strictly at her
strategic convenience. The majority judges may have shrunk from the
prospect of hearing arguments on behalf of non-custodial fathers that
decisions regarding their children should be set aside on the basis that
the custodial mothers making them were ‘emotional.’ A view of law’s
power as ‘more limited and more contingent’ can make instrumental
revisions of legal rules to advance ‘an emotionally infused perspective’
appear a ‘less decisive or compelling normative move.’52 It appears that
the anti-enforcement camp would do well to complicate its deployment
of emotion.

The anti-enforcement camp’s other problematic tendency is the
exaggeration of women’s economic dependence and the domination it
implies. It is true that Ms Miglin and Ms Hartshorne would have been
better off materially had they won their respective cases. Concerns for the
judgments’ distributive effects are not without legitimacy. The economic
disadvantage should, however, be scrutinized rather than assumed, and
the parties’ privation should not be exaggerated. Ms Miglin’s assets
approximated $750,000; Ms Hartshorne had her share of the matrimo-
nial home and, by the time of the legal proceedings, had found work as a
lawyer. Indeed, the exceptional extent of the assets in Miglin and Hart-
shorne – perhaps unstartling, given the costs of litigating to the Supreme
Court – makes it perilous to predict the impact on women nearer the
poverty line. It is germane that the majority signal their view that Miglin’s
thrust is not necessarily the enforcement of waivers of support where a
party is significantly more vulnerable than was Ms Miglin. Noting that
during the early years of the marriage she earned a university degree, the
majority judges specify in a telling caveat that they need not determine
whether the Miglins’ separation agreement would have survived a
challenge on facts closer to those in Moge.53 Given the relative wealth of
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55 Hartshorne, supra note 1 at para. 90.
56 Shaffer, ‘Contracts in Hartshorne,’ supra note 13 at 284. See also the reading of gen-

dered constraints bearing upon Ms Hartshorne in Boyd & Young, ‘Feminism, Law,’
supra note 39 at 566.

57 Otherwise, Mr Hartshorne’s seeking a signature on the agreement on the wedding day,
on threat of cancelling the wedding, would not necessarily constrain solely Ms
Hartshorne’s choice, as it is considered to do in Boyd & Young, ibid.

58 Hartshorne, supra note 1 at para. 90.
59 Feminist criticisms of women’s decision to become full-time homemakers are examined

in Kimberley A. Yuracko, Perfectionism and Contemporary Feminist Values (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2003) at 21–5 [Yuracko, Perfectionism]. It may be worth noting
the character of Ms Hartshorne’s domestic labours. The dissenting judges write of Mr
Hartshorne’s ‘benefit from his wife’s work in the private sphere’ (ibid. at para. 91). The
politically charged ‘private sphere,’ rather than the milder term ‘home,’ evokes a

the parties, caution is needed before assuming that the judgments
effectively repudiate the ‘new notion of substantive justice within mar-
riage’ identifiable within previous decisions regarding spousal support.54

The construction of Kathleen Hartshorne as hapless victim is particu-
larly troubling. At the time of the wedding, the Hartshornes had a
toddler and Mr Hartshorne had been supporting Ms Hartshorne for
close to two years. Without explaining why, the dissenting judges are
concerned that Ms Hartshorne had been out of the workforce and
dependent on Mr Hartshorne for that time, and also that, during the
eight years since her Call to the Bar, she had worked as a lawyer only in
Mr Hartshorne’s firm. ‘The agreement,’ Deschamps J. writes, ‘was con-
cluded under pressure with the wedding fast approaching.’55 ‘[T]hese
facts made Mrs. Hartshorne emotionally and economically dependent
upon Mr. Hartshorne.’56 Might the intense concern about the timing of
the wedding and the fact of the child intimate, in doubtless unintended
ways, that Ms Hartshorne was a fallen woman whose redemption de-
pended upon securing marriage to the father of her child? Critics accept
that the threat of calling off the wedding was a card in Mr Hartshorne’s
hand alone.57 Yet this presumption that a cancelled wedding would have
harmed Ms Hartshorne more grievously than Mr Hartshorne resonates
more with Pride and Prejudice than with contemporary feminism. In
addition, for the dissenting judges, Ms Hartshorne’s remaining at home
for the rest of the marriage caring for the couple’s children ‘further
illustrates the power dynamics.’58 The assumption that Ms Hartshorne
cannot really have consented to staying at home, fused with the view of
full-time homemaking as self-evidently a badge of exploitation, is worri-
some.59 The decision to stay home with the children does not per se
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substantial literature detailing men’s systemic failure to value women’s reproductive and
domestic labours while profiting from them. See also Shaffer, ‘2003–2004 Term,’ supra
note 12 at 435 (expressing the view that upholding the Hartshornes’ contract had
negative implications for law reforms sought by feminists to compensate women for
unpaid domestic labour). Yet throughout the marriage, the Hartshornes had a nanny
and a housekeeper (Hartshorne v. Hartshorne (2002), 220 D.L.R. (4th) 655 at para. 19,
31 R.F.L. (5th) 312, 2002 BCCA 587), making it erroneous to imply that Mr Hartshorne
believed it possible to exact from women for nothing the caring work traditionally
consigned to them.

60 James G. McLeod, Annotation to Hartshorne v. Hartshorne (2004) 47 R.F.L. (5th) 10 at
15 [McLeod, Annotation]. The criticisms are inconsistent: the basis for Ms Hartshorne’s
elevated emotion, on which all commentators agree, was precisely her having turned
her mind to the draft contract’s economic upshot.

61 Contrast Foucault’s identification of the ‘strictly relational character of power
relationships’ and of power as ‘not something that is acquired, seized, or ... something
that one holds on to’: Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Volume 1: An Introduction,
trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage Books, 1990) at 94–5.

indicate exploitation and is not conclusive evidence as to the power
dynamics within the couple. Also problematic is the suggestion that Ms
Hartshorne had ceased operating as an informed economic agent. One
commentator queries whether Ms Hartshorne, herself a lawyer, ‘actually
turned her mind’ to the economic consequences of waiving her property
entitlement.60 In decidedly objectionable ways, these criticisms constitute
women as permanent victims with impaired agency.

Fixing women on the losing side of these dichotomies has discernible
effects. As a methodological matter, the adoption of a fixed, gendered
distribution of power departs – ironically, for interventions motivated by
feminist concerns – from a contextual and particularistic approach.
Power is seen as static, rather than dynamic and changeable.61 When the
dissenting judges in Hartshorne read the fact of full-time homemaking as
evidence of domination, they are not drawing a highly context-specific
inference about Ms Hartshorne but, rather, reinforcing stereotypes. The
dissent’s ostensibly contextual approach re-inscribes the presumptions
and prior models that feminists have struggled to contest and displace.

More substantively, does the strong anti-enforcement position pay
insufficient attention to the detrimental effects of constituting women as
subjects who cannot make agreements that they are expected to uphold?
The law traditionally excuses children from disadvantageous contracts. It
marks a significant regression for feminism, though, to undermine
married women’s civil emancipation by arguing that educated women,
on receipt of independent legal advice, are not presumptively bound by
their agreements. Indeed, to make the point tendentiously, was the
objection to the married woman’s civil incapacity that the woman lacked
power to make her own legally binding decisions, or that power to decide
for the woman was entrusted to her husband rather than to the benevo-
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lent legislator? In advancing their criticisms, the anti-enforcement camp
might examine their strategies with greater caution for their potential
costs.

It appears that neither the liberal atomistic nor the strong embedded
position can be comfortably adopted. This conclusion makes it more
urgent to see whether it is possible to read the judgments otherwise.
Indeed, Part V below will argue that relational theory provides a middle
ground and that the texts do not evince an extreme contrast. Before
proceeding, it is worth clarifying whether, despite their lexical similari-
ties, the anti-enforcement position drawn from the dissents and some of
the commentary is appropriately regarded as representative of relational
theory. What is relational theory’s stance toward contractual ordering in
the family setting?

A superficial reading of relational theory hints at a relationship with
contractual ordering in the family setting, one consistent with the anti-
enforcement camp. Relational theory’s opposition to the liberal legal
emphasis upon contract leads to caution against enforcement of contract
in matters of thick relationship. The idea is that the obligations of
relational ties exceed the set of strictly voluntary undertakings assumed
by contract. Yet despite the shared lexicon of context and deep relation-
ship, relational theory’s stance toward the anti-enforcement camp’s
rejection of contract is best regarded as ambivalent. Relational theorists
emphasize the necessary role of relationships in making autonomy
possible. They also oppose, however, the idea – occasionally implied by
the anti-enforcement camp – that women are simply stuck within their
relationships and social contexts. Motivated by the political necessity of
revising oppressive identities and roles, relational feminists distance
themselves from strands of communitarianism. They reject the idea that
women are unable to take a critical distance and choose different lives
and relationships for themselves. It is on this basis that they defend their
abiding commitment to at least a revised or reconceived version of
autonomy. The central concern is ‘freeing women to shape our own lives,
to define who we (each) are, rather than accepting the definition given
to us by others (men and male-dominated society, in particular).’62

Relational theorists’ position regarding contract in family settings
must be more complicated than that of the anti-enforcement camp. One
reason is relational theorists’ commitment to promoting a diversity of
family forms. It is often the openness to diverse models of thick family
relationship, including same-sex couples, that distinguishes relational
theorists from conservative communitarians, who share the description of
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subjects as relationally embedded but strive to fortify marriage and
traditional family statuses. This commitment to diversity is served by the
flexibility in structuring families that contract can facilitate. For those for
whom ‘traditional’ family models are unsatisfactory and confining, the
development of alternatives may depend upon robust recognition of the
exercise of agency through private ordering. In many jurisdictions, same-
sex couples remain excluded from legislated family regimes and may
conclude that contract is the best alternative means of establishing
mutual rights and responsibilities. Turning from adult conjugal relation-
ships to parental bonds, surrogate motherhood contracts come to mind,
as do agreements delineating the relationships between a prospective
mother, her lesbian partner, and a sperm donor. Contract may liberate
parties from the constraints of a default regime structured around the
biological parenthood of ‘natural’ mothers and fathers.63 Recognizing a
role for contract in such cases is surely consistent with relational theo-
rists’ emphasis upon relational autonomy and family diversity. If this is
correct, attention must turn to the concerns raised by emotion. Such
agreements are predicated upon the legitimacy of formal explicit order-
ing on acutely emotional turf. In parenting matters, parties contract
because emotions will be high and they might not subsequently reach the
same agreement. Alternatively, they may contract to fix a particular con-
stellation of formal statuses and legal obligations because in future the
lived reality of the relations may differ. Lesbian mothers might, infor-
mally, allow the sperm donor some involvement in terms of visitation and
participation in decision making, secure in the knowledge that they have
obtained contractually the right to exclude him should relations sour. It
should not be assumed that the relationally sensitive perspective always
objects to formal contracts that inaccurately track lived interactions.

Admittedly, from a relational perspective, the appropriateness of
strictly enforcing contracts organizing family relations may vary. There
may be a principled basis for permitting a birth mother to renege on a
surrogacy contract or to withdraw prior consent to adoption while rigidly
enforcing a sperm donor’s waiver of his paternal rights.64 There is thus a
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tension. Relational theory objects that the formal character of contrac-
tual ordering seems at odds with the contextual methodology of rela-
tional theory and its description of subjects embedded in relations that
exceed their choosing. Yet, at times, relational autonomy’s focus on the
choice to form and sustain constructive relationships depends on
contract.

There is a further complication, and an additional reason that the
extreme anti-enforcement position should not be viewed as that of
relational theory. Resisting enforcement of contracts ratifies, at least
implicitly, the distribution of the existing default regime. Condemnation
of a contractual derogation slides, by implication, into an endorsement
of the status quo. In doing so, it forfeits relational theory’s customary
critical distance from community norms, its preference for contextual
variation over uniform standards, and its attention to the social back-
ground conditions necessary for autonomy. It is possible, with vigilance,
to criticize private ordering and existing public ordering simultaneously.
It is far from certain, however, that the interventions of the anti-enforce-
ment camp manage to negotiate these demands.

When the future projection of present intentions produces severe
material disadvantages for one of the contracting parties, questions are
appropriately asked. But normative commitments within relational
theory – to diverse forms of relationship, to critical examination of back-
ground conditions, and, indeed, to autonomy – suggest a rejection of the
extreme anti-enforcement position as incompatible with the rich mix of
relational theory’s resources. These resources call for a complicated
middle ground, one brought to light by rereading the two judgments.

V  Contracting ex post

The contention here is that in Miglin, the majority and minority reasons
converge on the three elements of relational theory identified above: the
descriptive claim of subjects as embedded; the methodology of
contextualism; and, normatively, the need to recognize the autonomy to
craft intimate relationships on one’s own model.

The Miglins’ contract was a separation agreement, concluded near the
dissolution of their marriage. A separation agreement interprets and
alters rights and obligations that would otherwise obtain. The future into
which it attempted to project Eric and Linda Miglin’s intentions was their
post-marital life, during which they would share the raising of their
children. In Miglin, as in Hartshorne, the primary controversy concerned
just one kind of entitlement. Thus, while the Miglins’ comprehensive
separation agreement divided their assets, the most controversial part of
the agreement was Ms Miglin’s waiver of claims to spousal support.
Under the Divorce Act, entitlement to spousal support must be estab-
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65 For recent interventions in ongoing debate see, e.g., David Weberman, ‘Are Freedom
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lished in each case on the basis of the spouses’ history together. Pertinent
factors include the parties’ needs and means and their respective contri-
butions during the relationship, specifically whether one spouse is owed
compensation for economic hardship wrought by the marriage or its
termination. Application of these factors to particular parties is a highly
fact-specific exercise. Taken at face value, Ms Miglin’s waiver declares
that she is not in need and was not economically disadvantaged by the
years of marriage. It was five years forward in the post-marital future that
Ms Miglin made an application for spousal support inconsistent with the
agreement. Under the inquiry developed in Miglin, the question is how
well life since separation has lined up with expectations on concluding
the agreement.

The jurisprudential background to judicial assessment of post-marital
contracting is the Pelech trilogy. The trilogy privileged the idea that
divorcing parties should seek a ‘clean break,’ a particularly quixotic
ambition where the parties continue to share their children’s upbring-
ing. It imposed a change-based test with a high threshold for judicial
overrides of separation agreements: a radical and unforeseen change
causally connected to the marriage. In Miglin, the majority judges hold
that the trilogy’s test is too rigid. Pelech’s singular emphasis upon a clean
break, choice, and self-sufficiency is inconsistent with models of spousal
support developed in subsequent case law and with the mix of competing
legislative objectives.

The question of how much to hold parties to their agreements evokes
ancient and intractable philosophical debates over determinism and
volition. More contemporary language would refer to ‘structure’ and
‘agency.’ When individual subjects are regarded for the purposes of
moral theorizing, of attributing responsibility, or of trenching a dispute,
how much should each be viewed as an autonomous actor (agency), and
how much as a product of the social forces influencing or even produc-
ing it (structure)?65 One might regard the change from Pelech to Miglin as
shifting the pointer between autonomy and structure. That is, the judge
becomes a little less fixed on stipulating that the contracting parties were
autonomous and a little more inclined to acknowledge structural or
social contextual features that would have diminished the capacity for
autonomy. Yet what is apparent in Miglin is not a little less autonomy and
a little more structure but, rather, a richer sense of autonomy, one more
consistent with the teachings of relational theory.

When a spouse applies for support inconsistent with a prior agree-
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ment, the approach in Miglin requires contextual assessment of all the
circumstances. Both the majority and minority judges agree on the
appropriateness of such a methodology, using interchangeable and
indistinguishable wording.66 Such unanimity did not prevent the dissent-
ing judges from arguing that the majority had failed its standard of
contextualism, but neither should it be overlooked. It hints that the
disagreements are internal to a common enterprise.

The majority structured a two-step investigation. Step one looks at the
time of the agreement’s formation. Step two turns to the time of the
application for support. At the first stage, the court should examine the
circumstances in which the agreement was negotiated and executed to
determine whether there is any reason to discount it. The majority does
not subscribe to the liberal atomistic view sketched earlier by abstractly
positing each party’s capacity for choice. These judges are acutely
conscious of the context of marital negotiations, calling it ‘a time of
intense personal and emotional turmoil.’ Bastarache and Arbour JJ. write
that divorcing couples, ‘[u]nlike emotionally neutral economic actors
negotiating in the commercial context ... inevitably bring to the table a
host of emotions and concerns that do not obviously accord with the
making of rational economic decisions.’67 LeBel J.’s discussion of the
circumstances of negotiation explicitly notices factors that may disadvan-
tage women vis-à-vis their male partners,68 but it is otherwise similar to
that of the majority. Given the common ground, the disagreement hints
less at a clash between rival camps than at a matter of emphasis. The
majority judges do not ascribe an irrebuttable autonomy to the spouses
by virtue of their rational personhood. They are, however, unwilling to
place the burden of proof upon the party who wishes to enforce an
agreement. Though cognizant of the contextual constraints upon
contracting spouses, they warn against presuming an imbalance of power.
Recognition of the emotional stress of separation or divorce entails no
presumption that parties are incapable of assenting to a binding agree-
ment. The majority judges remark further that where a party is vulnera-
ble, the presence of counsel or other professionals may effectively
compensate for that condition.

On the facts, the majority judges find nothing to indicate that the
circumstances surrounding negotiation and execution of the Miglins’
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agreement were ‘fraught with vulnerabilities.’69 The majority refers to the
length of negotiations and the legal and financial professional advice
received by Ms Miglin. By contrast, the minority senses that there might
be something in Ms Miglin’s reports of her emotional upheaval.70 Critics
of the majority judgment who view Ms Miglin has having been highly
vulnerable during the negotiations may worry that the failure to find her
negotiation process problematic shuts the door to findings of women’s
vulnerability in other situations. If the judgment has raised the bar for
setting aside an agreement on the basis of vulnerability, it has certainly
not eliminated the possibility of doing so.71 Moreover, Miglin is fact-
specific enough that in a future case where a spouse negotiated unaided
by counsel, the judges of the Supreme Court might well agree unani-
mously on the appropriateness of departing from a contract. Nor have all
judges read Miglin as dictating that the mere presence of legal counsel
precludes a finding of vulnerability.72

Under the majority’s approach, a judge examines the substance of an
agreement as at the time of formation. The appropriate inquiry is
whether the agreement takes into account the factors and objectives
listed in the Divorce Act, thus reflecting ‘an equitable sharing of the
economic consequences of marriage and its breakdown.’73 The majority
identify the legislation’s objectives as including finality, certainty, and
autonomy. Their threshold for less than full enforcement is an agree-
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ment’s failure to comply substantially with the legislative objectives.74 It is
the references to autonomy that most fuel the reading of the majority
reasons as atomistically liberal. Accordingly, their notion of autonomy
calls for study. They state that the parties have a large discretion in
establishing their own priorities and goals. The autonomy toward which
the majority judges gesture is a capacity of the couple to resolve their
differences in accordance with their own values and their own under-
standing of their relationship. It is, consistent with the word’s literal
meaning, the idea of being ‘governed by one’s own law.’75 Bastarache and
Arbour JJ. demonstrate this sense of autonomy when speaking of the
‘parties’ right to decide for themselves what constitutes for them, in the
circumstances of their marriage, mutually acceptable equitable sharing.’76

As Piché J. has put it since, ‘Ce qui est “juste” ne dépend donc pas
seulement de la situation objective des parties, mais également de leurs
idées, de leur mariage et de sa dissolution de même que de leurs attentes
et aspirations pour l’avenir.’77 As the majority conceives it, this autonomy,
rather than opposing the individual spouses to each other, contrasts the
couple’s norms with those of the community. The majority judges regard
their conception of autonomy for the couple as consistent with their
prior interpretation of the Divorce Act as recognizing the ‘diverse
dynamics of the many unique marital relationships.’78 The idea that the
meaning of justice is to be worked out in a particular setting is consistent
with relational theory’s contextual methodology.

In testimony to the narrowness of the gap separating the two groups of
judges, the dissenting judges concur with their colleagues on the neces-
sity of space for the parties to structure their own relationship. As
respecting context, statements in the dissent and the majority reasons are
virtually interchangeable. While the dissent would test the fairness of
agreements by an objective measure, it nonetheless contemplates a
‘generous ambit’ within which reasonable disagreement is possible.
LeBel J. hastens to insist that his approach ‘does not deny individuals the
autonomy to organize their lives as they see fit,’ nor does it prevent them
from bringing to negotiations their own concerns, desires, and objectives.
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His approach ‘accords parties a considerable degree of flexibility in
negotiating arrangements that reflect their particular priorities.’79 The
parties’ ‘own attempts to achieve the objectives codified ... in the context
of their unique situation should not lightly be disregarded.’80 Where, as
here, both majority and minority agree on consent and on the possibility
of the parties’ exercise of autonomy and on the need for such exercise,
the points of disagreement are relatively small.

A further point about the majority’s conception of autonomy merits
mention. One of relational theory’s insights is that autonomy is a capacity
that can be measured, not something to be stipulated or universally
ascribed to agents. The ability to exercise autonomous choice is a
function of the extent to which one has a ‘wide enough range of avail-
able significant options to yield an adequate capability set.’81 The attention
to vulnerability during negotiation and the palliating effect of profes-
sional assistance show the majority to understand autonomy in this way as
a capacity that must have been exercised for an agreement to be
upheld.82 Even the explicit legislative objective of self-sufficiency has been
interpreted, following the general orientation in Miglin, as a capacity
rather than a responsibility. In the past, this objective had been seen as a
justification for limiting the husband’s obligation to his wife on the basis
that it was her responsibility to become self-sufficient. The Court had
rejected this emphasis upon self-sufficiency in Moge, underscoring the
other objectives in the provision. A post-Miglin case is notable, not simply
for diverting emphasis from self-sufficiency, but for reconceiving that
objective. An agreement was held to fail the standard of substantial
compliance with the statutory objectives because it failed to provide the
wife adequate resources for achieving self-sufficiency.83 Moreover, judges
in subsequent cases have not regarded the legislative objectives of
autonomy and finality in Miglin as inflexible trumps. As Slatter J. writes in
a later case, ‘There is an ability to moderate the values of autonomy and
finality to the extent necessary to accommodate changed circumstances,
while still encouraging settlement.’84 In the same spirit, it may be an error
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for a judge to accord the objective of autonomy ‘decisive importance.’85

Autonomy does not emerge from this rereading of the majority reasons,
or of the subsequent cases that have applied them, as something neces-
sarily abstract and conceptual. Indeed, following Miglin, a judge may
regard autonomy as explicitly relational.86

On the facts, the majority in Miglin finds the agreement to have
complied substantially at its formation with the Divorce Act. During the
marriage, the spouses had jointly owned two roughly equal assets, the
matrimonial home and the family business. The separation agreement
required each to exchange half of one asset in exchange for the other’s
half of the other, leaving Ms Miglin sole owner of the house and Mr
Miglin sole proprietor of the business. The majority presumes this swap
to reflect the parties’ (and their professional advisors’) assessment of
their respective needs, abilities, and interests. It seems reasonable to
think that the arrangement was congenial to the parties, since Ms Miglin
had custody of the children and it was Mr Miglin who had always man-
aged the business. The agreement secured Ms Miglin some $60,000
annually in child support. It also included a consulting agreement
between her and the business, which paid her $15,000 annually for five
years. On separation, Ms Miglin stopped receiving her regular salary from
the family business, but, as the majority observes, she also stopped
working full time for it. The majority finds it not unreasonable that the
agreement left Ms Miglin a $75,000 annual income for her and the
children, particularly since her expenses excluded any rent or mortgage
payments. LeBel J., for his part, views the agreement as unsatisfactory at
formation. To him, the exchange of half the business, valued at $250,000,
for half the house, valued at $250,000, was unfair on the basis that the
business produced income while the house did not. It does not strike
him as salient that sustaining the business’s income would continue to
demand Mr Miglin’s full-time energies, whereas Ms Miglin’s capital asset
imposed no equivalent demands. LeBel J. also objects to the failure to
secure Ms Miglin a greater stream of income.87 This divergence in
characterizing the swap of assets may reflect somewhat differing views
about a fair entitlement on marriage’s end, but it does not indicate a
philosophical difference between abstraction and sensitivity to context.

The second step of the majority’s approach in Miglin turns to the time
of the application. ‘[T]he vicissitudes of life’ mean that the spouses may
find themselves in circumstances not contemplated when forming the
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agreement.88 The court’s inquiry here is the extent to which enforcement
of the agreement still reflects the parties’ original intention and to which
it still complies substantially with the legislative objectives. The issue is
what has happened to the parties between the end of their marriage and
the present and how accurately they anticipated post-marital life. Unlike
the life changes necessary for variation of an agreement under Pelech,
changes here need not be radically unforeseen, nor must the applicant
prove a causal connection to the marriage. Instead the applicant must
establish that ‘in light of the new circumstances, the terms of the agree-
ment no longer reflect the parties’ intentions at the time of execution
and the objectives of the Act.’89 This element of the inquiry is consistent
with prior scholarly recommendations for a broadly construed notion of
causation in appreciation of ‘the multiplicity of causal relationships in
economic dependency’ and ‘an understanding of the interdependence
of factors leading to dependency.’90 Ms Miglin’s difficulty in proving that
her circumstances no longer reflected her initial intentions was that her
circumstances were, in fact, largely those that she and Mr. Miglin had
contemplated. During negotiations, her financial adviser had drawn her
attention to the consulting agreement’s limited term. Financial projec-
tions had assumed that she would not seek paid work during the first five
years, so her failure to obtain employment during that period hardly
swept her outside her expectations.91

Undoubtedly the many factors make examination of an agreement a
complex enterprise. Some criticize the approach in Miglin for its com-
plexity and uncertainty.92 Indeed, in tacit acknowledgement of the
complexity and openness, the majority judges refer to their enterprise
more as an ‘investigation’ or ‘approach’ than as a ‘test.’ But this rich
complexity is precisely in line with relational theory’s contextual ap-
proach. Brenda Cossman notes that a feminist critique of contract
multiplies the set of relevant factors and thus renders evaluation of
claims and resolution of disputes more difficult and complex. She
suggests that approaching a fair resolution may require complicating the
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resolution of these matters.93 It remains possible to criticize the substan-
tive outcome in Miglin as unjust and to worry about the expense of
litigation. But whatever its demerits, the contextual complexity of the
judicial approach renders inapt the leading criticisms of the majority
reasons as abstractly and formally fixated upon contractually exercised
choice.

The majority and the minority judges concur on the need to look to
context and on the particular embeddedness of persons making con-
tracts with their spouses. Both sides agree on the need for attention to
vulnerability in negotiation and on the necessity of ensuring parties some
autonomy to translate their own objectives into agreements. They agree,
to slightly varying degrees, on what it means for arrangements to comply
with the applicable legislation. It is thus unproductive to suggest that the
majority reasons produce abstract, disembodied subjects. This close
reading of the text highlights the common ground of the two groups of
judges and underscores the weaknesses in the story of scholars in the
anti-enforcement camp that the majority reasons reflect an atomistic
liberalism.

VI  Contracting ex ante

The argument concerning Hartshorne is slightly different. This judgment
shows less convergence between the majority and the minority, but,
where the judges diverge, the contested concerns still lie snugly within
relational theory.

In contrast to the Miglins’ separation agreement, the Hartshornes’
agreement was a prenuptial or marriage contract. Ex ante contracting
attempts to nip support or property obligations in the bud by pre-empt-
ing sharing or dependence. Contracting before marriage poses a couple
of significant, connected issues. The first derives from the processes of
contracting and the difficulty in predicting how a relationship will evolve
during marriage. The second questions the normative acceptability of
contracting out of the state’s default matrimonial regime. The two
concerns mirror marriage’s dual character as simultaneously a contract
and a public institution.94 The concerns tug in different directions, and it
is likely for this reason that the majority judges in Hartshorne refuse to
articulate a firm rule regarding the relative deference due to marriage
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agreements versus separation agreements.95 Like the agreement in
Miglin, the Hartshornes’ contract was controversial for its treatment of
only one kind of patrimonial claim: while the agreement left intact a
possible entitlement to spousal support, it was striking for its deviation
from the presumption of equal division of property. This deviation
inscribes an intention that Ms Hartshorne would not, during the mar-
riage, contribute to the increase of her husband’s assets. The issue is how
well life during the marriage tracked the parties’ specified expectations.

The procedural challenge in prenuptial contracting is predicting how
the parties’ economic relationship will evolve during their marriage.
While it is difficult to assess accurately the past economic impact of a
marriage in negotiating a separation agreement, predicting that impact
before the marriage is harder still. Moreover, prior to their marriage the
parties may be less lucid than usual. The threshold of marriage is a time
when the parties are likely to be ‘unduly optimistic about the fate of their
marriage,’ overestimating the future propensity of the other party to
‘avoid opportunistic behavior or unfair manipulation.’96 Contracts
scholars declare that ‘[t]wo people in love are likely to heavily discount
the possibility of divorce,’97 although such discounting hardly seems to
have been Mr Hartshorne’s problem. Judges may draw practical points
from these remarks. Acknowledgement of the difficulty of predicting may
call for special, highly contextual sensitivity to differences between the
terms of the agreement and the way in which the parties’ relationship
developed. Furthermore, the elevated emotional state of parties about to
marry may warrant particularly stringent review of their negotiating
conditions.

To some scholars, the majority decision is disappointing for its lack of
contextualism. The contention is that Hartshorne, like Miglin and like
Walsh (the constitutional challenge to the exclusion of unmarried
couples), presumes a vision of choosing and bargaining that treats the
spouses as formal equals but overlooks the myriad ways in which spouses
do not act as commercial players at arm’s length. They are, rather,
‘enmeshed in a context of complex emotional dynamics and vulnerabili-
ties.’98 Yet this criticism understates the contextualism of the majority
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judgment.99 These reasons perhaps dwell on the facts less than Miglin
does, but the majority is aware of the complex emotional dynamics. It
simply draws a different conclusion than do the dissenting judges and
some critics. The majority judges weight heavily the fact of Ms Hart-
shorne’s being herself a lawyer. They are reluctant to accept that a lawyer
would not understand the implications of a contract she signed. Those
judges probably detect a whiff of bad faith on Ms Hartshorne’s part that
makes them reluctant to minimize factors – such as her receipt of
independent legal advice – that ought to have palliated any potential
vulnerability. This sense of bad faith may be discerned in the discussion
of the legal opinion obtained by Ms Hartshorne, which underscored the
agreement’s prejudice to her. ‘It is trite,’ the majority judges write, ‘that
a party could never be allowed to avoid his or her contractual obligations
on the basis that he or she believed, from the moment of its formation,
that the contract was void or unenforceable.’100 The majority rely upon
not an abstract conception of choice but a context-specific estimation of
Ms Hartshorne’s capacity for informed consent.101 The judges do not
enact a contrast between abstraction and contextualism; they disagree
over the relative salience of different facts: Bastarache J. leans on legal
training, Deschamps J. upon child rearing and homemaking. The anti-
enforcement criticisms of the majority reasons fail to acknowledge that
where one person weighs a bundle of contextual factors differently than
another would, it does not follow that the other person overlooks those
factors. Despite the allegations of abstractness, acontextualism, and ideo-
logical enforcement of choices, it is mistaken to read Hartshorne as
implying that all persons will be held unflinchingly to their ex ante
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marriage agreements.102 To the extent that the majority judgment
underdevelops the contextual considerations about prenuptial negotia-
tions, it is because the majority judges believe the crux of the case to lie
in other, more evidently normative concerns.

Critics of Hartshorne assume that the cognitive difficulties in prediction
may lead to a legally relevant gap between the terms of parties’ ex ante
agreements and the normativity of their shared life. The concern is not
the substance of contractual terms or interactional norms per se but the
imagined distance between them. In this way, critics suppose that even
where parties contractually exclude the sharing of property, during the
marriage they will nonetheless intermingle assets. Such suppositions are
consistent with relational theory, which adopts the notion that relational
interactions between individuals engender responsibilities exceeding
contractual undertakings. The assumption is that tacit undertakings or
relational conduct lead to greater intermingling of financial affairs and
deeper obligations than contemplated within formal, explicit modes of
ordering such as the marriage agreement in Hartshorne. As a commenta-
tor puts it, in a slightly different context, ‘as couples live together and
merge their economic lives,’ positive intention to share and support each
other can be inferred from each partner’s ‘manifold and reciprocal daily
adjustments and acquiescences.’103 There is a sense, drawing on the
contextual, embedded self, that where a conflict arises between explicitly
articulated ex ante norms and the ‘tacit arrangements’ that ‘flourish’
within families,104 the latter have a persuasive claim for normative prior-
ity. But the record of the spouses’ actual conduct in Hartshorne troubles
this cheerful reading of domestic interactions as implicit ordering that
should override prior explicit ordering.

The issue in Hartshorne is not the gap between the contract and the
Hartshornes’ conjugal life but, rather, the fact that their married life
carried out precisely the terms of their agreement. The majority judges
observe that ‘both the financial and domestic arrangements’ between the
two parties ‘were unfolding just as the parties had expected.’105 There was
no commingling of funds, there were no significant joint bank accounts,
and Mr Hartshorne retained his assets in his name. It is chiefly on this
basis that the majority upholds the agreement, although they also argue
for its substantive fairness, remarking that during the marriage Mr
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Hartshorne’s net worth decreased while Ms Hartshorne’s increased. For
one commentator, these facts are best viewed as ‘Mr. Hartshorne living
out his intention to maintain control of his income and his assets.’106 Yet,
irrespective of whose will shaped the parties’ lived reality, it is hard to
oppose to the contract any significantly different normative regime
derived from conduct or custom. Contrary to the criticism, the majority’s
decision to uphold the Hartshornes’ agreement does not promote formal
choice over the ‘reality of the parties’ circumstances ... during marital
cohabitation.’107 There was no conflict, since the reality of the parties’
circumstances tidily executed the contractual blueprint.108 The question
to explore is whether the critics of Hartshorne really advocate a preference
for implicit over explicit norms, as a methodological or procedural
matter, or whether they seek to enforce a robust substantive vision of
distributive justice based on the default regime. The criticisms waver
between the two, and, indeed, it is possible to hold both concerns. But
for critics who believe that it is substantively wrong to permit deviation
from the default regime, dwelling on the procedural matters seems a
misuse of scarce resources.109 At the very least, it should be labelled as a
secondary strategy. A spousal support case furnishes a revealing site for
this inquiry.

In Bracklow, the Supreme Court found entitlement to indefinite
support on a ‘non-compensatory’ basis. The spouses had no explicit
contract; indeed, the judgment is typically viewed as silent on the issue of
private ordering, both ex ante and ex post. It is arguable, however, that the
judgment reveals a significant treatment of private ordering. McLachlin
J. holds that when parties marry, there is a presumption of an obligation
of mutual support, one that the parties may ‘of course’ alter ‘through
explicit contracting (usually before the union is made, with a prenuptial
agreement) or through the unequivocal structuring of their daily affairs
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tions of marriage, statements elsewhere in the judgment point the other way.
112 Bracklow, supra note 54 at para. 58.

to show disavowal of financial interweaving.’110 This statement signals the
Supreme Court’s commitment to enforcing the outcome of explicit and
implicit private ordering, hinting that the Court favours the contractual
dimension of marriage over the institutional dimension.111 What is
notable in Bracklow is the disjuncture between this theoretical commit-
ment to private ordering and the Court’s practice in assessing the
evidence. The trial judge had found that the parties had ‘a modern
marriage of two independent people.’112 Yet the Supreme Court declined
to conclude that the independent parties’ conduct amounted to a
disavowal of financial interweaving by the structuring of their daily
affairs. For the Supreme Court, the imperative of responding to Mrs
Bracklow’s palpable need evidently trumped the parties’ implicit private
ordering.

In this example, the obligations detectable from implicit ordering
were lesser than those imposed by the explicit default regime. The
Bracklow case thus helps flush out the thrust of the criticisms of Hart-
shorne. The chief objection to enforcing the Hartshornes’ agreement is
not the methodological one that doing so privileges explicit over implicit
understandings but, instead, the normative, distributive, or welfare
consideration that the contract deprived a woman access to the most
favourable financial terms. In other words, the concern may be a substan-
tive preference for the most beneficial available rule rather than a more
procedural, sociologically grounded concern for the ‘true’ normativity of
relations revealed through tacit interactions. If so, it is better exposed
and defended as such.

The second issue raised by ex ante contracts is fully normative. To what
extent should parties be permitted, even under optimal negotiating
conditions, to derogate from the default matrimonial regime? Here the
difference between separation agreements and prenuptial contracts is
substantial. Separation agreements generally accept the default regime in
the Divorce Act. One defends a separation agreement by arguing that it
instantiates the legislative objectives, including equitable sharing of the
consequences of the marriage. Adopting the statute’s lexicon, Mr Miglin
argues that their marriage did not disadvantage his wife economically,
with the consequence that no compensatory spousal support is war-
ranted. He does not argue that their agreement renders the statute’s
compensatory norm inapplicable. By contrast, a defender of a prenuptial
agreement argues precisely that it displaces the default norms. Thus, in
defending the prenuptial agreement, Mr Hartshorne does not contend
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113 Hartshorne, supra note 1 at para. 39.
114 Art. 391 C.C.Q.
115 Family Law Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. F.3, s. 56(4).
116 Hartshorne, supra note 1 at para. 1.
117 Shaffer, ‘2003–2004 Term,’ supra note 12 at 426.

that it instantiates the norm of equal sharing in the context of their
marriage; rather, he argues that they have exempted their marriage from
that norm. Mr Hartshorne’s aim in concluding the prenuptial agreement
was that identified by the majority as most typical: ‘a desire to protect pre-
acquired assets ... for children of a previous marriage.’113 Bracketing
matters of the heart, how vigorously, as a matter of policy and positive
law, may a person pursue such an objective to the detriment of his future
spouse?

Legislatures have haggled their way to different conclusions, though
none garners universal approval. In Quebec, the legislature consecrated
equal division of the family patrimony as an obligatory matter of ordre
public.114 Ontario’s statute, rather austerely, contemplates the setting
aside of domestic contracts for a party’s failure to disclose, for a party’s
not understanding the agreement’s nature or consequences, or otherwise
in accordance with the law of contract.115 British Columbia decided to
permit all consensual regimes except ‘unfair’ ones, which of course
bequeathed to the courts the question of interpretation in Hartshorne.
Deschamps J.’s reading of ‘fairness’ cleaves to the default regime. As
evident from the judgment’s opening sentence, Bastarache J.’s under-
standing differs: ‘Domestic contracts are explicitly permitted by the
matrimonial property regime in British Columbia.’116 Both majority and
minority judges felt themselves constrained by the norms hammered out
in the legislative forum. Shaffer draws out what she perceives as the
majority’s conception of fairness, nicely presenting the disputed point:

Fairness ... is less about ensuring that agreements are substantively fair according
to public norms of fairness, but more about ensuring that people are entitled to
enter into and rely upon contracts that reflect their personal vision of fairness in
the context of their intimate relationships.117

What might relational theory have to say on the matter? The majority’s
recognition of the potential for contract to make space for diversity
within the state’s matrimonial regime resonates with a recent account of
relational contract. Alain Roy holds that in an increasingly diverse
society, it is inappropriate for the state to impose unilaterally upon its
citizenry a single conception of marriage. Individuals and couples vary,
and it is appropriate to allow couples to alter their rights and obligations.
According to this view, social, political, and economic justifications make
contract appropriate when the role of the state may be viewed increas-
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118 Alain Roy, Le contrat de mariage inventé : perspectives socio-juridiques pour une réforme
(Montreal: Thémis, 2002).

119 See the reference to Foucault’s definition of power, supra note 61, as well as the
discussion of the risk that definitively characterizing a marriage obscures the way in
which ‘incremental alterations can amount to radical changes to the nature of the
relationship,’ in Leckey, ‘Relational Contract,’ supra note 54 at 18.

120 Further evidence of the need for better public information and debates is found in the
absence of candid acknowledgement, in recent debates over the appropriateness of
invoking religious norms in family arbitration, of the extent to which current federal
and provincial statutes permit and, indeed, promote contractual departures from
secular default norms. I am grateful to Audrey Macklin for conversations on this point.

ingly as one of coordinating regulation rather than of imposing substan-
tive norms.118 The point about diversity may prompt critics of the majority
outcome to clarify their positions. Deschamps J. appears to subscribe to
the view that the statute in Hartshorne permits the parties only to deter-
mine the particular way in which they will follow the statutory norm of
equal division. Yet this reading probably overstates the extent to which
she would regard couples as rigidly bound by the default regime. If a
prenuptial agreement contemplated a distribution for the homemaker
wife on separation superior to the statutory half, would Deschamps J.
allow the breadwinner husband’s subsequent challenge to the agreement
in virtue of its unfairness? A trickier, borderline case might concern a
middle-aged woman in a second marriage, determined to shelter the
assets she has laboriously accumulated for her children’s education and
her own retirement. Would the anti-enforcement camp defend her
negotiated derogation from the statutory distribution? As hinted a
moment ago, it may be that the normative position to be clarified is less
inflexible fidelity to the letter of the statutory scheme than a welfare
principle in favour of vulnerable subjects, perhaps one acutely sensitive
to gender-based oppression. If such is the objective, it should be fleshed
out more fully. Such a vulnerability principle would not be unproblem-
atic. It seems to require, notably, the identification within each relation-
ship of strong and weak spouses, a classification that may fail to track
shifting currents of power over a marriage’s course.119

Crucial normative issues along these lines await fuller debate, and this
article does not attempt to resolve them. The comparative wealth and
high education of the Miglins and the Hartshornes – not to mention the
bitterness presumably required to commit a not insubstantial portion of
those assets to sustained appellate litigation – make their cases inauspi-
cious canvases for the broader discussions. Contrary to some public
perceptions, divorce and family property statutes and the cases applying
them, read by the light of the Charter, do not constitute an exhaustive
code that excludes the spouses’ own values.120 Some of the scholars
associated with the anti-enforcement camp may advocate legislative
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121 For an American study of the tension between institutional and contractual views of
marriage, one that ultimately comes down in favour of clear and detailed mandatory
default rules, see Hedieh Nasheri, ‘Prenuptial Agreements in the United States: A Need
for Closer Control?’ (1998) 12 Int’l J.L.Pol’y & Fam. 307.

122 See the argument in favour of reflexive regulation of intimate relationships in Jean L.
Cohen, Regulating Intimacy: A New Legal Paradigm (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2002). Predicting the net protective effect of direct, substantive welfare
regulation can be perilous; arguably, a more onerous matrimonial regime, such as
Quebec’s, may deter some couples from marrying at all. Hartshorne makes it advisable
for all parties negotiating a prenuptial derogation from a matrimonial regime to obtain
independent legal advice, whereas presumably there is no trigger moment at which
cohabiting couples do so.

reform to narrow the scope of allowable contractual departures.121 It
should not simply be assumed, however, that the best regulatory ap-
proach is the welfare model of direct, substantive intervention.122

What is notable for present purposes is that these thorny issues jostle
on ground mapped by relational theory. Relational theory’s normative
commitment to promoting interdependent relationships can be re-
garded as militating against the likelihood of a marriage in which the
partners retain economic self-sufficiency. Yet the theory’s commitment to
the aspiration of autonomy and the idea that women, in particular, need
to be able to criticize and revise the roles socially assigned to them incline
against automatically enforcing the state’s regime in order to invalidate
relationship-specific arrangements. An extended normative debate is
overdue, one drawing on the theoretical resources of relational theory as
well as on empirical research. The point to retain from this analysis for
that occasion is how little work is performed by the ostensible contrast
between abstract and contextual views of the subject and abstract and
contextual conceptions of autonomy and choice. What seems to have
happened, in the judgments discussed here, is that the judges have
adopted a contextual approach but normative disagreements persist.

VII  Conclusion

Though not quite confining its compass to the two inches of ivory on
which Jane Austen worked with a fine brush, this article has kept its focus
narrow. It has challenged the dominant account of two recent judgments
on contracting within family law. Written from the anti-enforcement
camp, the prevailing story characterizes Miglin and Hartshorne as defeats
for feminists. It then slots the majority and minority reasons into a matrix
in which abstract liberalism and contextual feminism contend in what
could be called a family law feud. It holds that the majority judgments
produce atomistic liberal subjects, uncritically holding parties to their
bargains in the furtherance of choice and autonomy. By contrast, the
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123 It is unnecessary, for purposes of the present argument, to engage critically at length
with relational theory. It is arguable, however, that the liberalism against which
relational theory reacts is a straw man, cut off from rich resources within the liberal
tradition. If this is so, it may be that once liberalism is seen more fully, relational theory
folds into it. The effect would be to locate the majority and minority positions firmly
within a relational theory which is itself inscribed within liberalism. If compelling, such
a hypothesis would only strengthen this article’s criticisms of the prevailing account.

dissenting judges and sympathetic critics recognize subjects as contextu-
ally embedded. On a doctrinal level within family law, this prevailing
scholarly story of the judgments is problematic in terms of its fidelity to
the judicial texts. More importantly, to frame the objection provocatively,
the strong positions against enforcement of the contracts cross onto
politically unpalatable terrain even for those sensitive to feminist preoc-
cupations. They do so by potentially producing female subjects of family
law as emotional, irrational, and economically dependent. This article
has argued that the better reading of the judgments is a second story,
one that shows both camps of judges to have decided consistently with
the lessons and ongoing dilemmas of relational theory.

This second version reveals significant convergence on the part of the
judges. It detects commitment on the part of all judges to relational
theory’s methodology of contextualism. Further, the judges explicitly
concur on the importance of recognizing the complexity of interdepen-
dent relationships while seeking to preserve space for autonomy. In
Miglin, the concrete differences emerge in applying shared principles to
the facts. Of course, such differences may reflect methodological and
normative differences, but in this case those differences are relatively
minor. In Hartshorne, the normative differences are admittedly somewhat
larger; anti-enforcement participants implicitly and explicitly question
the appropriateness of allowing private displacement of public default
norms. Yet even here, the normative disagreements – conditions for the
exercise of relational autonomy and its scope – concern tensions eluci-
dated within relational theory rather than radically opposing ideolo-
gies.123 Family lawyers sympathetic to either the majority or the minority
reasons may well find themselves under the same tent. The way out of a
frustrating family law feud is arguably to shift the research agenda
concerning context and norms.

Scholars reading Miglin and Hartshorne and seeking to advance debate
and policy making might productively situate themselves in relation to
four hypotheses. First, the majority judges boldly or, to speak tenden-
tiously, shamelessly apply an abstract, conceptual, or ideological ap-
proach to domestic contracting. Second, the majority judges apply an
abstract approach but, spooked by the political optics, insist upon
labelling their démarche as contextual. Third, the majority judges signal a
sincere intention to apply contextualism but botch the job. Fourth, the
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124 Scholarly response to Miglin may be more positive in Quebec than in the rest of
Canada. One Quebec commentator notes that those who associate free negotiation of
the effects of divorce with the abuse and exploitation of women would severely criticize
the majority judgment, but that group appears not to include him: Alain Roy, ‘La Cour
suprême se prononce sur le poids des conventions alimentaires de divorce’ (2004) 106
R. du N. 137 at 150. Indeed, there remains a stronger fibre of contractual voluntarism
amongst civilian family law scholars in Quebec than in the common law provinces, one
reflected in the continued absence of substantial recognition of unmarried cohabitants
in the Civil Code of Québec and the view that this legislative policy, derived from
Quebec’s distinctive legal tradition, is appropriately respectful of de facto spouses’
legitimate choices.

majority judges actually do apply contextualism. Part IV of this article has
observed that, to date, scholarly accounts of the judgments in English
have largely pinned their colours to the first hypothesis.124 In doing so,
they have remounted the criticisms levied against Pelech in the late 1980s.
The rereading of the reasons undertaken in Parts V and VI, however,
shows the unpersuasiveness of this hypothesis. For feminist family law
scholars, the action lies in the remaining three hypotheses, which
represent opportunities and a challenge.

The third hypothesis represents a clear opportunity for judicial
education. It suggests that scholars have not developed the resources for
judges to apply a contextual method adequately in family law. In brief,
the judicial spirit is willing but the doctrine is weak. The judges plainly
know how to identify and weigh contextual factors indicating obvious or
egregious social disadvantage in post-marital settings. Neither judgment
intimates, for example, that the Court would fail to notice the contextual
disadvantage if rehearing Moge, and the judges decisively distinguish Ms
Miglin from Mrs Pelech, who was receiving social assistance. From the
anti-enforcement perspective, Miglin and Hartshorne went off the rails by
discounting subtler, systemic factors of oppression in the face of greater-
than-average assets. One’s willingness to adopt the second hypothesis
depends, in some measure, on one’s relative mix of legal realism and
faith in judges. But even the second hypothesis, which requires imputing
to the majority judges a dose of bad faith or, at minimum, a strategic
disingenuousness, gives scholars the opportunity to specify more clearly
how to undertake a socially contextualized inquiry consistent with
feminism’s lessons. If the majority judges feel obligated to commit
themselves to a contextual approach in family matters, it is possible, once
they have done so, to advise them on what that commitment, best
understood, entails. Neither the second nor the third hypothesis suggests
that it is productive to continue trading in the grand terms of abstract
conceptualism versus feminist contextualism. The question, rather, is
how best to deploy contextualism.

Last, it is the fourth hypothesis – in this author’s view, the most
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125 Shalin M. Sugunasiri, ‘Contextualism: The Supreme Court’s New Standard of Judicial
Analysis and Accountability’ (1999) 22:1 Dalhousie L.J. 126 at 142.

126 A methodological limitation of this analysis has doubtless become apparent: it does not
undertake a systematic study of the post-Miglin jurisprudence. It is possible that the
early cases decided under Miglin found too easily that substantial compliance with the
legislative objectives had been attained. Michel Tétrault suggests, pessimistically, that
‘on ne peut tenir pour acquis qu’une mauvaise convention sera mise de côté par le
tribunal si elle passe le test en deux étapes de l’arrêt Miglin [we should not take for
granted that a court will set aside a bad agreement if it passes the two-step test in
Miglin]’ (Droit de la famille, supra note 72 at 869). Further research on the decision’s
impact remains to be done. This article’s chief concern, however, is the possibilities of
the Supreme Court’s judgments and the scholarly reception they received.

127 It would be possible, say, to structure inquiries around the view that full-time
homemaking so shifts the power balance between spouses that when a highly educated
professional becomes a homemaker, his or her professional training should be heavily

plausible – that poses for feminist family law scholars both the challenge
and an opportunity of a different kind. The scholarly output of the anti-
enforcement camp implies that if only the majority judges took the social
context into account, adopting more complicated, constructivist views of
causation and choice, they would reach verdicts more congenial to a
feminist politics. But if, as Parts V and VI above have argued, upholding
the Miglins’ and the Hartshornes’ agreements was, indeed, consistent
with at least a plausible contextual reading of the respective situations,
the difference between majority and minority judges is not a method-
ological one over context versus abstraction. Nor is the issue the ‘extent
of contextualization,’ a scholarly explanation for the Supreme Court’s
division in an earlier divorce case.125 It has probably become clear that
this article’s assessment is that, as doctrinal exercises of family law, the
majority judgments do not a bad job, all things considered, at weighing
the competing interests in the light of the legislative text.126 But for those
who reject the majority outcomes, the crucial point for scrutiny is the
normative matter of how contextualism is performed and, notably, which
elements achieve salience. The challenge emerges: contextualism does
not itself secure the attainment of feminist objectives, a lesson likely
germane to other areas of family law such as child custody.

In response to this insight, the research agenda could productively be
redirected. Framed more precisely, the feminist objective appears to be a
contextualism informed in very particular ways by a crucial set of norms.
An opportunity for the future lies in prescribing how judges should
assign weight to the broad social factors constraining women’s choices
relative to substantial assets, high education, professional advice, and the
potential costs inflicted on other feminist objectives by clawing back
women’s autonomy. More concrete work can be undertaken on the
norms that inform contextualism, particularly since the existing litera-
ture occasionally neglects the autonomy interest.127 But the norms
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discounted. Feminism’s efforts to ensure that women are not regarded primarily for
their roles in reproduction and caring work and are able to return to the paid
workforce would raise countermanding cautions.

128 Yuracko, Perfectionism, supra note 59 at 134.
129 See the refusal to set aside an agreement on the basis of the wife’s vulnerability when

she was the one who had initially insisted on having a prenuptial contract and later
insisted on a subsequent agreement: Culen v. Culen (2003), 338 A.R. 308, 37 R.F.L. (5th)
300, 2003 ABQB 480.

130 Brenda Cossman, ‘Sexuality, Queer Theory, and “Feminism After”: Reading and
Rereading the Sexual Subject’ (2004) 49 McGill L.J. 847 at 854.

structuring a contextualism consistent with feminist insights do not
exhaust feminism’s normative project.

Advancing debate also requires that feminist family law scholars make
their substantive commitments more explicit. This article has argued that
contextual attention to the processes of contract negotiation masks, at
times, a deeper commitment to restricting private ordering. Many
arguments can be marshalled in support of such a restriction, and such
views are best articulated openly. The idea that family law scholars should
be franker in their normative program resonates with recent work in
political philosophy, notably the exhortation that ‘[f]eminist values
should more openly enter the political fray and join the social debate
about ... public policy.’128 Embarking upon such normative expositions
will also necessitate franker recognition that the values and capacities on
which the majority judgments rely – autonomy, choice – are ones that
critics on the anti-enforcement side cannot jettison, however differently
they would inflect or promote them. Conversations on these matters
should also be complicated by recognition of the importance of private
ordering to those, among them many women, who find the community’s
public definition of family to be suffocating and inadequate. Moreover,
while this pair of cases from the Supreme Court’s docket are a poor
reminder, it must be recalled that women, at different times and in
various family configurations, occupy a diversity of subject positions. It
will not always be men wishing to protect their assets.129 The normative
positions animating the anti-enforcement camp merit fuller presentation,
one liberated from an ideological framework that now hides more than it
reveals. When one of feminism’s gravest problems generally is the ‘paraly-
sis’ produced by the many ‘devastating’ internal critiques,130 it is worri-
some that Canadian feminist family law scholarship should even appear
to be unself-critically monolithic in its analysis. It is perhaps time to retire
the rigid dichotomy of atomistic liberalism and contextualized feminism.

Family law scholars’ view of the past also calls for comment. The anti-
enforcement camp registered Miglin and Hartshorne as defeats. Yet they
are open-ended texts that will be explicated, interpreted, and reinter-
preted by trial judges in future cases, a process that is only just beginning.
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131 Rogerson, ‘2002–2003 Term,’ supra note 10 at 321.
132 This apt qualifier is taken from Colleen Sheppard, ‘Uncomfortable Victories and

Unanswered Questions: Lessons from Moge’ (1995) 12 Can.J.Fam.L. 283.

Pelech, the judgment now regarded as mandating strict enforcement of
separation agreements, was, at least notionally, the leading case for nearly
twenty years. As Rogerson notes, ‘Only time will tell what Miglin really
means.’131 It is inappropriate at this juncture to take a single phrase from
lengthy reasons – say, the vaguely libertarian statement in Miglin that
separation agreements ‘are contracts nonetheless’ – and make it a
synecdoche for the whole. The competing considerations at stake and
the richness of judgments generically as rhetorical performances inspire
the reflection that family law scholars would do well to eschew categorical
binary classifications of cases. Defeats should perhaps be read as more
complex, equivocal, and provisional than is current practice. And
victories, too, when they come, are best regarded as contingent and
potentially ‘uncomfortable.’132 Whatever doctrinal signification these
judicial texts acquire within family law in the years ahead, they and the
scholarly responses they have already inspired stand as cautions against
entrenching a rigid analytical framework in a dynamic field.
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